Manifold learning aims to find a low dimensional parameterization for data sets which lie on nonlinear manifolds in a high-dimensional space. Applications of manifold learning include face recognition, image retrieval, machine learning, classification, visualization, and so on. By studying the existing manifold learning algorithms and geometric properties of local tangent space of a manifold, we propose an adaptive curvature-based manifold learning algorithm (CBML). With the algorithm, noises and the samples that do not belong to the neighborhood can be detected by computing the deflection between centralized samples and its local tangent space. It can not only be used to select adaptive neighborhood, but also take full advantage of information of neighbors. The algorithm can also be applied to manifold learning with local high curvature. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm in this paper is effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern imitated and practical data collection technology, we make it possible for engineers and scientists to produce large number of data. As a result, increasingly developed application fields is production increases gradually, is more complex in nature data. These data sets, including a variety of different samples of measured variables observed (or analog) set the whole collection. Visual assessment is a comprehensive research data, analyze the data of the first step in the goal is to make more goal-directed specific data processing and analysis model, the purpose of a meaningful part of it. Due to the watchful eye of people, and output devices are limited in three dimensional space, great threat coefficient according to the visualization of data into low dimension space, user despicable and understanding, at the same time to save most message as it can do. Dimensionality of this process was seen as a visual multivariate data is its traditional applications and methods.
Projection technology onto a low dimensional space, so that by putting a lot of points shows the multidimensional data reflect the specific and complex multidimensional space in the distance of the relations within the data information of the relationship between each point in the space. When the relationship is likely to be so complicated, it can not completely express the low dimension space; protrusions (considering all of the mappings) are often fuzzy. And, of course, we define the projection geometry one of degree of application -(linear) on the basis of forecast data of internal production convert. The evaluated figure behind this approach is by a group of variables "enrichment" almost model (unknown) potential factors, reducing red tape length to illustrate the data. Two main methods of projection variance or product, on the basis of internal relations, knotting have is not in a Euclidean Settings, alternative [1] .
Manifold learning has goal to recover and restore all lower level dimensional composite form of sample points embedded in high-dimensional space. In recent years many effective dimensionality reduction algorithms are proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Principal component analysis [2, 3] is effective for linear manifold learning because of its algorithm is simple, and with fast execution speed. But it is difficult to learn non-linear manifold. LTSA [2] is an effective method for learning non-linear manifold. It starts with finding the k nearest neighbors of each sample point, then computing the projection space of each sample point, using principal component analysis to get native coherence of its tangential area. Those kinds of local coherences will be pointed to the worldwide lower level dimensional area by affixing transformation. However, LTSA is sensitive to noise; it relies on geometric properties of local tangent space. It's also not effective for high curvature manifold. Isomap [3] is an algorithm modified from Multidimensional Scaling (MDS); it uses geodesic distances to replace Euclidean distance in MDS [4] . Isomap can select neighborhood much better, but its computation complexity is large.
Adaptive LTSA recommends curvature to local tangent space, which is much effective to high curvature manifold learning than LTSA. It can be used to select adaptive neighborhood, but does not take full advantage of information of neighbors. As local tangent space reflects the global information of neighborhood, when estimating on neighbor's geodesic curvature, it can increase the error because of other neighbors' deviation. And each computation of curvature will use singular value decomposition one time, which needs a large calculated amount. In this paper, we present the main contributions as follows: 
We suppose a fitful neighboring choices algorithm based on deflection angle of native tangent area (the algorithm is named as CBML); 
The algorithm uses Euclidean distance but take full advantage of geometric properties of local tangent space and information of neighbors.  It can not only be used to select adaptive neighborhood, but also take full advantage of information of neighbors.  Experiments show that the proposed algorithm can get good results for both neighborhood selection and elimination of noises. The surplus of the paper is concluded in the following part. And section II represents the review on the manifold learning algorithms. Section III presents our proposed algorithm. Section IV gives the results of experiments. At length, the concluded remarks are provided in the following Section V.
II. MANIFOLD LAERNING ALGORITHMS
Measures for reducing dimension evaluate a map ranging from high-dimensional to low-dimensional space [5] . The most formal issue sets can be referred as following parts. We make 
is regarded as s.t. φ "faithfully" proximate in pairs, distant relations of X by these of () nt YR   therefore map the closest (similar) sites in statistic area to equal close sites in object area, i.e., ( , ) ( , )
, for 1, i j n  , particularly speaking, an abundant map is referred to make sure that faraway statistics sites are map to remote sites.
Object space, generally has the following capabilities of degrees of freedom than to the multidimensional space modeling of distant relations, the map φ has an inherent mistakes which is supposed to be estimated by the restriction. As a result, φ is particularly supposed to make the least squares mistakes   :
where W is a matrix that could be applied to express the significance of some data relation or dimension. For instance, this could be applied to overlook outliers by
). Officially, the above definition needed data and function of target distance, is a measurement standard. This means that all functions must be in conformity with positive definite and symmetric to the characteristics of the triangle a disproportionate share of the show. Based on the insight of human, the image Euclidean distance the distance metric,
As a result of its intuitiveness, the Euclidean remote is always regarded as the metric for the object area, 2 t L   . Nevertheless, the remote (or dissimilarity) method of the utilization domain, m  , is not Euclid in most cases, might even don't point to measure some cases in A situation, psychological similarities and differences, can not metric tons. In practice, the official prerequisites may be extended appropriately, because even if is the first level mapping is, however, close to the multiple relationship. In the following section, we will review and talk about a few algorithm mentioned above an intermittent maps phi. We put them into two basic measures of the following potential main geometric Angle. If the data is located inside the fibrous lower dimensional subspace, so they can be described by again not waste by a longitudinal fundamental transformation of news [6] .
These bases could be ranged in relation to their proportion of the mapping mistakes   and the basis is applied to minimize these mistakes. If the data is not, however, fibrous and sitting not remove various low dimensional, then solve this manifold distance relationship, can be in the absence of supervision way, and applied to the data mapping.
Measures referred to in this system is composed of the following sections carefully, show in figure 1. Method is totally dependent on internal product of linear transformation, but skill is defined as a projection is defined as a data structure that can fit in the distance relationship is not linear in composit researching skills [7] . Those skills could be divided into two kinds of basic methods. Measurement data space, the first measure is based on the graph. These data and application optimization method model diagram as graph theory study in multi-dimensional data space distance. Then it is the second measure is based on the embedding of stress concentration, which specifically identifying mappings, you can make mapping to least mistake in object space. Map errors of these measures are based on iterative optimization (stress) and can distance learning embedded non decimal.
A. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
As the first dimension reducing process skills mentioned in this article, one of the principal component analysis (PCA) [9] of the data transmission distance relationship through orthogonal, pointing to a linear target dimension subspace of data. Specific and clear in this subspace in orthogonal prominent data has a great variety. Therefore, PCA is given a clear definition of a "loyal" approach, as one has a perfect way to variance in the data. It has been proved that [10] , through the maximum of varieties, PCA also makes data to the least amount and objects in space Euclidean distance (2) at least square error, 2 mt L  , under the restriction of orthogonally pointing the statistics:
It is worth noting that the PCA to achieve this goal, through calculating the fiber quality transformation of the effective. The resulting projection is a real and clear don't get me wrong data. Principal component analysis is the main defect is the only, because of its linear properties, it won't get nonlinear data. Based on the following consideration, we suggest a general that () nm XR   is focused, i.e., the ways of all statistics points which are given has been subdued from all statistic sites.
The PCA point is regarded as is recognized by
Consequently,
is the superior rank-tapproximations of X (under L2), Using the basis   , data sites xi are pointed to this sub-space which is that
In addition to its broad applicability, image PCA can be applied to many more missions. For instance, a famous clearance values in the spectrum offers an up limit for the dimensions of the coherence of data. Gaussian noise, therefore, it is often applied for filtering or reduce the amount of data, evaluation time. PCA is a carefully crafted a skills with a long history. As a result, there are many variations and more messages, can be fited, for instance, in [11] or [12] .
B. Metric Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS)
Metric system of multidimensional scaling (MDS) [13] , also regarded as the classical MDS, is an effective method, using projection to high-dimensional mapping to the lower dimensional linear space. Skills are often based on in this map, the distance from the intended target. MDS as a result, the measurement limit approximation faithfully a distance relationship to get a pair one of the best method, more accurate, the product internal relations.
Metric MDS to find an suitable linear suitable distance in pairs (least squares), assume that the distance is a metric used. If the Euclidean distance to us, the delta = L2, measure the MDS as PCA scaling and circulation. Measurement of MDS, however, finds the best linear fitting any indicators of the similarities and differences. Making special technology, we use of more flexible, than PCA. Its performance does not depend on the dimensions of the data; however, this method is very poor scalability of the number of data points [14] .
Mapping error method point of view, and keep the product internal relations: 
Let (∆)i,j=δi,j be offered. From those metric distances, the statistic's Gram matrix of inner production is offered by G=HAHT, in which 2 ,
, and H is a focusing matrix. The entire inherent component of G demands O(n 3 ) time which is, in most general cases, too high for actual issues. But varieties of the measures succeed an approximation in O(nlogn) time based on a encountered method of the inherent assessment [15] . What's more, rapidly faster solutions are being put forward [16] . Metric MDS is regarded as: . Rn gram matrix of covariance matrix, therefore, reflects the same data covariance matrix in the room is the relationship with the clients, however, reflects the linear union data points (rather than size) based system. Measurement of MDS for more information, readers can reference [17] or [18] . Although effective and elasticity, metric MDS leave without two questions, answer: (1) if the sample data from the nonlinear manifold, found close to relationship? (2) if these differences are not indicators? In the following, we will discuss the basic definition of dealing with these two. In particular, has put forward the measure of MDS variants of kernel PCA, ISOMAP and nonmetric MDS.
C. Kernel PCA
Kernel PCA [19] is regarded as PCA and measure MDS (because of their dual) is to describe a variant of non-linear data. Although along a nonlinear symbolic distance relationship is unknown, kernel principal component analysis is based on two assumptions, nonlinear data failed to make use of PCA (linear). The first concept is, in the empty data of potential features, data is linear. The next hyphosis is that there is a function, the boundary of internal production, the data sites in the characteristic area. This feature is named the "nuclear skills" are the core of [20] and a nonlinear kernel to gain not thready data framework in the linear utilization. Officially, this setting is described as the following sections. If nuclear k is close to the inner product of the relationship of nonlinear characteristics in spatial data [21] , makes
where Φ is the map to characteristic area. Kernel PCA is regardedd as
to be the matrix containing amount wise the factors of the relative t largest factors of the Gram matrix of internal production in feature space, ,
,  is the pitched matrix maintaining the roots of the t hugest factors of G(k),
. Kernel principal component analysis and calculation, therefore, the data in the feature space covariance matrix of the feature vector. Although this space, and the data is almost lies in its characteristics, is unknown, the kernel mapping of data to the gram matrix inner product in the feature space. According to the validity of the license on nuclear k, we eigen nonlinear relationship analysis of captured data through the maximization of varities in characteristics area [22] . Therefore, kernel principal component method can be regarded as a generalization of (classical) was measured by MDS generation of Euclid application of communize some point products.
It is not amazing that the abstracts of kernel principal component analysis to find the "perfect" kernel. Because of the distance along the probable nonlinear data substructure of the relationship, in the general case, a previously unknown, define an intermittent kernel requires precise knowledge about the data. If we don't get this knowledge, the method will be decided more suitable for nonlinear data structure along the stood a distance relationship, without supervision and data driven [23] or [24] .
Methods according to the projection work for suitable data about a linear space. It is not possible the situation. Hope after data dimension reduction, will at least one of the nonlinear model, that is to say, they sat on the manifold. This section to consider ways to learning (describe) of data points on the close relationship (nonlinear) manifold in unsupervised way. However the mapping method based on projection conversion can be expressed as the linear gain known close relationship, is this manifold learning skills [25] . In particular, we have the technology to extract the Euclidean distance relationship, and keep the distance with manifold. Figure  2 shows the projection and manifold learning is based on the difference between mappings.
III. CURVATURE-BASED MANIFOLD LEARNING ALGORITHM
In this section, we assume that a method of adaptive selection algorithm based on local tangent space deflection Angle (the algorithm named CBML); the arithmetic applies the Euclidean distance, has yet to make full use of local tangent space and geometric properties of neighbor information.
There are more than distinguished ways, to know the unclear close relationship. These methods are metric or non metric no similar data. To simulate on the manifold distance measurement, based on the graphic technology is often used to retrieve data drive local distance relationship, and the data of the project, based on the measured distance. However, there are a variety of applications, need not decimal similarity relationship certificate. Measures to deal with this problem cannot be based on the graphic, but only through direct mapping error minimization of coherent. This will lead to the no convex optimization function stress. As a result, based on the stress of the measures is the local minimum, is often slow concentration [27] .
The method based on graph can be summarized as two different types: the global modeling and local modeling. Global approach, absorbed the local low dimensional submanifolds of close relationship, and then describes these relationships, for example, the method based on projection, such as measurement of MDS [28] . Local based on graphical models a parted and successful measure after it. Design is aimed at the data is divided into few classifications and solve the built-in local degree. The local system, then together", according to the overlap or anchor point. Though the projection step to find the global best choose built-in, the reconstruction of the original distance relationship laid a solid foundation, such as the shortest path problem of the optimization problem, the least squares fitting, or positive semi-definite programming [29] . In this respect, the method based on graph may also be local minimum number or more computational cost.
Nearest neighbors' selection is a key step in nonlinear manifold learning. An improper selection will result in short circuit, and then affect the final embedding results. In this section we suppose an fitful neighboring selection arithmatic which is suitable to the region with high curvature, and can resist to noise effectively.
From the discussion, we know that cos ( )
 with a small fluctuation (Fig 3.1 , then 2ĉ os( )
The value of k  used in the process of neighborhood selection is as small as possible. If noises have a large deviation from the center of local tangent space but have a small neighborhood selection, the error of tangent space will increase, which will lead to the deflection angle  increasing, then noises will not be separated from samples. However, such noises can only belong to a certain neighborhood, so we can properly choose a discrete function ( , ) Isomap. An install of k=4 is applied to. We can draw a conclusion that higher values will lead to more cuts made according to data points in the various parts of the manifold and more complicated built-in, when k<=4 the results in these components, without connection and without unifying worldwide framework. (D). The projection which is obtained by Isomap applying our fitful neighboring methods successfully spreads the Swiss roll into a smooth surface.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In experiments, we apply to Swiss-roll statistic set with n=1000. The general parameters of 3D Swiss-roll are: We have valued our methods with the Isomap arithmetic on few data installs. Our evaluation methods' behavior on composites which is with greatly constant curvature and average sampling goes according to that of Isomap which is manually-choose most suitable worth of k. Figure 2 describes the associations between true and approximated metrical distances on the protracted Swill roll and a 3-D space for various worth of k via our fitful measures. For these kinds of frameworks, Isomap could not evaluate content built-in with all the different installs of the arithmetic's factors. What's more, our methods fitfully chooses neighborhood at every level causing superior insertion in relatively smooth appearances however avoiding error cuts among various parts of the composite. Now we discuss relationship to real distances and a goal qualitative method. Qualitatively although it is small disagreement in relationship values, we interpret it into significant influences when referring to the resulting built-in. For instance, the built-in by k-Isomap for the protracted Swiss roll in Figure 3 (a) (k=4, correlation=0.78) can be concluded in Figure 1(C) . As a wisdom review, we also made our algorithm on the Isomap face database (698 images of synthetic faces under varying illumination and pose). Our fitful methods are likely to produce a content built-in, but since the true manifold is not sure, quantitative assessment is not available. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we suppose an fitful neighboring choice algorithm which is based on deflection angle of local tangent area (the algorithm is named as CBML); The algorithm uses Euclidean distance but take full advantage of geometric properties of local tangent space and information of neighbors.
Research on dimension reduction continues at a rapid pace. This survey provides an introduction to the main concepts of dimension reduction for visualization: from linear data projection to graph-and stress-based manifold learning. Although being non-exhaustive, the comparison of state-of-the-art methods that follow the graph-or stress-based approach shows that no single method can be preferred over another. On the contrary, the effectiveness of state-of-the-art methods mainly depends on the data and application. However, the comparison also shows that there are similar research directions. At present, especially multi-level approaches show great potential and form one of the dominant research directions in both graph-and stress-based manifold learning. 
